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Where your children bored at any time over Spring Break? Imagine
this summer! Breath of Hope is launching a Program to help families
raise funds for Congenital Diaphragmatic Hernia – you choose how
the funds raised will be utilized! Breath of Hope would like to use
these funds to help support the NYC Marathon Runners on Team
Global CDH. In 2010, 10 runners represented CDH for the first time
ever in the NYC Marathon and Breath of Hope with others helped
fundraise to support their efforts. The funds raised went to the
Dhreams Study at Columbia University and also San Deigo to help
with their CDH Research.
Saint Louis Fetal Care Wearing Turquoise March 31st

Those who would like Community Service hours through this program
or any others, we will be happy to supply the necessary papers or
complete them! We have documents to help you have a successful
Lemonade Stand and some unique and tasty lemonade recopies. We
would also like to award those who take on this challenge, so please
take pictures and keep records! More information is on our Blog and
you can email us at boh@breathofhopeinc.com for the papers to help
you plan your event! We even have graphics like the above, Posters
you can print out yourself and banners you can order on Cafepress!
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Why My Child?
Every parent whose child was diagnosed with congenital diaphragmatic hernia has
asked this question. When we were given the diagnoses, when our child was born,
when our child fought so hard, when our child lived through it all and when our
child chose wings. When other children were released from the NICU and ours still
was fighting, we asked it. When another child died, we asked why ours survived.
When our child chose wings, and others survived, we asked it. One of the many
common things all parents of CDH children have is this question.
We carry guilt when they survive, we carry guilt when they don’t and we shouldn’t.
It is beyond our control and we learn that we are most in control when we are
completely out of control. When we finally accept that can we move forward?
Vanquish that guilt from you if you are a parent still grappling with it! We were
chosen to be the parents of these children and there is a reason and maybe more
and lessons to be learned. None of us are without improvement needed and all of
us can learn.
We have seen the biggest cheerleaders of parents of angels for these children who
fight through the NICU and beyond. We have seen the most compassionate
gestures given by a parent of a child who still is struggling with CDH related issues
(and perhaps others) given to a parent who is struggling with their grief over their
angel. Parents of Angels sometimes have the biggest smiles when a CDH baby
they follow finally goes home, or takes their first step or finally eats the catsup off
a French fry! Parents of the Earthly Angels sometimes feel the little heavenly
angels around them when they are at their last straw of frustration over their
child’s care, health or illness. It is called support beyond the physical and into the
spiritual.

Emma Wearing Her Turquoise with Proclamation

Most important – we were chosen because together we do make a difference.
Now pat yourself on the back if you are a parent of a CDH child! You are special!

2010 Donors
Many Thanks to you all!

The Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia a small segment of the staff
wearing their “Hope Is In the Air” Turquoise Shirts on March 31, 2011

CONGENITAL DIAPHRAGMATIC HERNIA
AWARENESS DAY 2012
If you would like to request your state or city to issue a Proclamation for
2012, please contact us at cdhawareness@breathofhopeinc.com we will
send you the documents to achieve this! You keep the Proclamation; we
just request you send a picture or a scan of the document.
We will also be working on and can provide you with letters for your
congressperson for a Perpetual Awareness Day passed by the US
Congress and Signed by the President.
If you wish to have an event for CDH Awareness Day 2012 and need our
assistance, ribbons or graphics – please contact us. Please make sure
you order your ribbons and/or wristbands a week prior to your event in
order to receive them on time. You can order the wristbands on the
website - $5 for 5 wristbands and we will discount bulk orders, just email
us at cdhawareness@breathofhopeinc.com !
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John & Rosanne Centurino ~ In Celebration of Blair
Chris & Amanda Vogel ~ In Memory of Colton
Jeanette Jones ~ In Memory of Gabriella Marie
Marianne Dias ~ In Honor of Porter Note
Rheem Manufacturing
Christopher& Karen Peel
Venkateshwara S. Balga
William & Judith Ostan
Michael & Angela Shine
Jocelyn Johnson
Nae Sato
Denise Vaech ~ In Honor of Nicky
Olymbus Holdings LLC
Elaine Trost ~ In Honor of Jaime on his 1st Birthday
Ann Trost ~ In Honor of Jaime Trost
PRA International – CDH Awareness Day
CDH Walk of Hope ~ In Honor of All CDH Children
Shirley Crockett ~ In Honor of Riley Broun
Karsten Fabick ~ In Honor of Etienne Sinatra Armstrong
Adler Park School ~ In Honor of Emma May Ray
Richard and Patricia Droessler ~ In Memory of Sylvia Hauselog
Denise Dorf ~ In Memory of Emma May Ray
PG & E Corporation
Andrew & Beth Hauselog ~ In Memory of Sylvia Hauselog
Elizabeth & Brian Propst
Tiffany & Rome Frericks In Memory of Cadan
Daun Pensavechia ~ In Memory of Addison Olivia Thomas
Yolanda Garfield ~ In Memory of Addison Olivia Thomas
Brent Garback ~ In Memory of Addison Olivia Thomas
Jessica Barrow ~ In Honor of Emma Mazingo
William Beaty ~ In Memory of William Ethan Morgan
Luc Cisna
Maria Vazquez ~ In Honor of Adrian Vazquez
Kathleen Thomas ~ In Memory of Addison Olivia Thomas
Michelle Marinacci ~ In Honor of Mason Ellinger
Anne Heckerman ~ In Memory of Julia Noelle Faith Hartung
Barry Goldberg
To donate, you can go on-line and donate through the website at
www.breathohfopeinc.com , you can mail a check or money order to
Breath of Hope, PO Box 6627, Charlottesville, VA 22906 or you can go to
Network for Good and find our charity to donate. You can also donate
through our Cause on Facebook. Contributions are tax-deductable!
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exchange student from Germany and it opened my eyes to other cultures. I
want to explore cultures, learn foreign languages and see new countries. I
would like to study a semester abroad. This summer I plan to travel with my
family and former exchange student in Europe. I look forward to this
adventure.

CONGENITAL DIAPHRAGMATIC HERNIA
SUMMIT IN JULY
The 2nd Annual Congenital Diaphragmatic Hernia Summit will start on
Wednesday, July 20th at The Parkway Hotel in Saint Louis, Missouri. We
have obtained a room rate of $119 plus tax please call the main line at

314-256-7777 or toll-free 866-314-7700 by June 25 to make your
reservations. We will need an exact count of those attending because
we will provide lunch each day of the presentations and for those who
will not stay at the hotel, but need parking – we will provide but we
need a count for parking spaces to reserve! If we do not have your
name, you will have to pay for parking for the day.
Children and family are welcome! We will provide babysitting in a Suite
of the hotel with crafts. We will also schedule a Butterfly Release in
Forrest Park to keep with tradition – though we hope we are not hit with
the deluge of rain we were in Philadelphia last year!
The summit is open to all who would like to learn more about CDH, we do
break off among ourselves in private groups and learn more about families
we only have contact with from blogs, Carepages, Facebook, email or our
Yahoo Group Forums.
Stay tuned for more information as the details become available. If you
would like to volunteer or know of a business that would like to sponsor this
event, please contact us at boh@breathofhopeinc.com

We have absolutely no doubt Alex will be successful, make an impact and
help others while realizing his dreams!
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A FATHER’S PERSPECTIVE
By Joshua Olivera
If children have the ability to ignore all odds and percentages, then maybe we can all
learn from them. When you think about it, what other choice is there but to hope? We
have two options, medically and emotionally: give up, or Fight Like Hell. - Lance
Armstrong
Spring is almost here! At least that is what we’re supposed to believe. As I stood at
my daughter’s bus stop this morning, it is not a stretch to say that my faith was
shaky at best. Despite the temperatures, what IS inevitable is the arrival of each
respective parent’s days; Mother’s Day in May and Father’s Day in June; And with
that, a boatload of self evaluation and introspection.
No matter how unaffected a person is by the role of being a parent, Mother’s Day
and Father’s Day takes the emotion of self worth as a ‘Mommy’ or ‘Daddy’ and
pushes it right to the front of the line. Since I have only been a father, I can only
speak from the male perspective. However, I am sure parallels exist.
Every Father’s Day, dads are forced to evaluate their work. We wake up wondering if
we really are deserving of the adoration our children show us. We are inevitably left
wondering if, in the end, our failures will outweigh our successes. We have ways of
rationalizing our behaviors. We tell ourselves that, “They’ll understand when they
grow up”. What we really mean is, “I HOPE they’ll understand”. It’s this constant
drive for approval that spearheaded such sayings as, “I want to be the man my kids
think I am.” For most dads, these emotions are fleeting and usually are strongest
around Father’s Day. For fathers of children battling an illness, these emotions are
relentless.
My 7 year old, Reese, was a dream pregnancy for me and my wife. She was our first
attempt at parenthood and, from day one, all went well. In fact, it was so mundane
that the doctor and I played Madlibs (literally) in the delivery room right up until the
time Reese popped out. Naturally, we were left wondering what the big deal was
with all this pregnancy drama we read about. The ease of our first baby wiped away
all fear of trying again. Unbeknownst to us, something happened after Reese. To be
exact, our self proclaimed baby-making prowess fell off a cliff. My wife, Stacie,
endured miscarriages, a molar pregnancy and dermoid cysts that almost cost an
ovary. Suddenly, we were no longer reading about the drama. We WERE the drama.
The thought of just cutting our losses and being happy with what God had given us
was just about a foregone conclusion when Stacie found out she was pregnant yet
again. The first twelve weeks went by like a blur all leading up to that dreaded 12
week ultrasound. We sat in the office and, being the ‘man’, I exuded nothing but
supreme confidence. I assured Stacie that there was no way; after all we endured;
that this could go bad. God had served us with our dose of strife and this was going
to be our reward. As the tech did her thing, the images were clear. There she was:
great size for that stage heart beating like a drum. “See”, I thought. “Told you so”.
Well, as the tech seemed confused and stepped out to get the doctor, I could feel all
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try to find the reason and hopefully prevent this birth defect in the future. Even
since my birth there have been advances in the care of babies with CDH. I have
heard about surgery that is now done when the baby is still inside the mother’s
womb. There is also ECMO which is like a heart/lung bypass machine that is
sometimes used to help babies with CDH survive. I understand this might have
been an option for me, but at the time many babies were not surviving that
were on ECMO. Hopefully research will determine the causes and advance the
treatment of CDH which will lead to better survival rates in the near future.

Career Path and Goals Essay
By Alex Mourtsen
I recently decided to go to college in my hometown of Flagstaff, Arizona at
Northern Arizona University. I am majoring in biology, but I plan to explore the
field of microbiology as well. I took a college level Biology course in high school
and really enjoyed the research projects we conducted. I can imagine many
possibilities in this area. Science and medicine have interested me more than
other fields possibly due to my exposure to health care over the years. One area
I may pursue is medical research in the areas of genetics or pharmaceuticals,
discovering how to cure diseases and helping stop chronic illnesses. Genetic
research has the potential to unlock some of the causes of congenital
diaphragmatic hernias. This research may help others with chronic health issues
such as food allergies and asthma. I am also considering careers in
pharmacology, physical therapy and medicine. Most of these career paths will
require graduate school, which I will pursue once I have decided which path to
follow. I need to explore these areas more to find what I really want for my
future. I do feel strongly about trying to help others with special needs and I
plan to pursue this in one field or another. Someday I would like to travel to
teach others all over the world about the research I have conducted so that
other countries and cultures could benefit from my work.
I plan to do volunteer work in the community with Boy Scouts. The Boy Scout
program helped me become the person I am today and I want to give back what
I learned to younger scouts. With my outdoor experience I will help lead merit
badges for the troop as well as provide leadership and guidance. In college I am
also interested in becoming a part of the Big Brothers volunteer program to help
mentor a less fortunate child. Lastly, I want to continue to educate others about
diaphragmatic hernias, food allergies, latex allergies and asthma because of the
significant impact it can have on a person’s life. I hope this education will help
others to a greater understanding and acceptance of people with special health
needs.
My personal goals are to continue to stay healthy and fit. I will pursue my
passions of golf and tennis while maintaining my fitness. I have to continue to
monitor my asthma and allergies with the help of my physician. This means
leading a healthy lifestyle and managing allergens that have a potential to cause
future problems for me.
Traveling and seeing the world is also my personal goal. Our family hosted an
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Congenital Diaphragmatic Hernia Essay – By Alex
Mourtsen, Scholarship Recipient
My mom was pregnant with me when the doctor found something wrong on
the ultrasound. We lived in a remote area of Wyoming so they sent my
parents to a specialist in Salt Lake City to determine what the problem might
be. The doctor saw a big portion of the intestine up in my chest where my
heart should have been. They told my parents that I either had a left sided
diaphragmatic hernia or a tumor in my chest. Four weeks later I was born in
Salt Lake City with a diaphragmatic hernia as suspected. I then had surgery at
one day old. The doctors told my parents I only had a twenty-five percent
chance of survival. During the surgery the doctors said I did not have a left
lung and things looked grim. I spent sixteen days on a ventilator and my left
lung actually grew. After five weeks in the hospital I went home on oxygen.
I hear I was quite the “fighter”! I had a couple of surgeries after this when
the diaphragm opened up and when my intestines twisted.
Of course I was too young to remember any of these surgeries, but I have
heard about them from my parents and have seen the photos from the
hospital. They remind me I am a miracle child. I know this is a rare problem
and many CDH babies do not survive. I feel very fortunate and lucky to have
been a survivor. The latex allergy I developed is probably due to multiple
surgeries and early exposure. My left lung continued to grow over the years
and become normal in size. I have had to handle asthma and borderline lung
function over the years. We do not know if my severe food allergies are
related to the hernia but here is some though they might be. This has meant a
lot of doctor visits and medicines to help me manage my breathing issues and
allergies.
Over the years I knew I had a big scar on my stomach which I used to tell kids
that a shark bit me. My parents told me it was a bravery scar to serve as a
reminder how strong I was and what I went through to survive. They remind
me a lot how strong willed I am. The only thing I was told that I could not do
is play contact sports. I did want to play football in high school, but the doctor
explained to me why it could be dangerous and I accepted his explanation. I
put my energy into golf, which I love. My latex allergy led to not allowing
balloons or latex gloves in my schools. I was the first one in my school district
with this allergy, but now there are many more students and much greater
understanding. Balloons were even banned from our high school graduation.
People used to be mad about these changes, but now they seem to accept
them. We had to educate many people about this allergy. I do notice
sometimes my parents worry a little more about me than the average kid.
They try hard not to be overprotective, but sometimes I know they struggle
with this. I appreciate that they taught me not to take life for granted and
make the most of every moment. I feel great empathy towards others who
face health challenges.
As far as congenital diaphragmatic hernias, I know they have yet to pinpoint
the cause weather genetic or environmental. Research is being conducted to
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the blood fall to my feet. Stacie just stared at the monitor trying to figure out
what was wrong. I just stared at Stacie trying to figure out how I was going to
make this ‘ok’. The tech did return with the doctor in-tow. They proceeded to
explain that, while the baby’s heart was beating, it was on the wrong side of
her chest. There was a large amount of nucal fluid behind her head which, at
that stage, was a strong indication of severe problems. There was a mass in
her chest that, at that early stage, could be a tumor on the lung or a CDH. It
was the doctor’s opinion that, should it be a CDH, it would be massive due to
the fact that a CDH usually isn’t able to be detected until the 20-24 week
range. The doctor immediately suggested genetic testing and made
arrangements for us to meet a counselor. Then they just walked out. I can’t
recall whether they actually said we could take some time before we left.
However, I can recall that we sat in silence until they actually came back to
make sure we were ‘ok’ and, secretly, try to shoo us out. That was the first
time I can honestly say I experienced a deafening silence. Stacie just stared me
with tears rolling down her face. From that day to this, my self evaluation as a
man, a husband and a father has been in high gear.
With all the choices that needed to be made from that day on, I was constantly
trying to define my role as a father. The days of the traditional ‘head of
household’ are long gone, like it or not. The days of Daddy sitting at the head
of the table, eating first, being the only one to eat on the good china, having a
seat in the living room all to himself, and being revered just for being him were
a distant memory for my elders an urban legend for my generation.
Nonetheless, the drive to fill that role is instinctual. I thought to myself, and out
loud, I am supposed to be protecting my children. And while she hadn’t been
born yet, as a result of the genetic testing, we knew that our sick baby was a
girl and she now had a name: Emerson Rose. And even if she was in the
womb, my function as protector was no less vital. I was put in the position of
making choices for he that she couldn’t make for herself. I was responsible for
putting her in the best possible position. So, therein laid the dilemma: Just how
do I properly protect and serve someone who hasn’t even been born yet and
faces an uphill battle as a result of MY wishes??
Without digressing too much, at this point, I want to mention that the debate
between our doctors and Stacie and I was in full swing. I found it funny that a
field of ‘professionals’ who chastised the religious right for their defiance of
logic, would be so one sided themselves. We were reminded at EVERY VISIT of
our rights in regards to abortion. In fact, it was not ‘reminding’ as much as it
was ‘encouraging’. The writing on the wall was clear: These doctors held little
to no hope for Emerson and, logically, couldn’t justify throwing good money
after bad. Logic and statistics stated that, in her condition, Emerson had a 75%
chance of dying. If she survived, she had a 95% of needed ECMO. The list of
potential long-term side effects and percentages attached to them went on and
on. To the medical side of this debate, continuing on one more day was just a
waste of energy. Of course, on the extreme opposite end, you could get the
religious perspective of no turning back ever under any circumstances. For me,
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the question that I was left with was: Is deciding that my baby WANTS a
certain quality of life any less selfish than deciding that she doesn’t? And, if I
decide to keep this pregnancy for some self-imposed concern for MY soul, am I
really thinking about my baby and what she wants? Because Stacie and I come
from two different religious backgrounds and had been removed from those
environments for almost ten years, we had to get together on the same page.
We needed to ignore all others and find where WE stood in this world. I will
say this; I would be a bold-faced liar if I said that the idea of abortion never
entered our debate. I can also say that, had we chosen that road, it would not
have been for any convenience on our part; it would not have been to make
our lives easier. In fact, had we chosen that road, my thought was as follows:
As a father, I will give anything for my children. If, in an attempt to spare my
child a life of pain and suffering, I had to trade my soul, as I told Stacie, I just
hope Em blows me a kiss from the gates as God damns me to hell. Needless to
say, the time between that 12 week ultrasound and Emerson’s birth was a
crisis in every sense of the word; a crisis in faith, finances, emotion,
relationship, you name it. I do know this: In this life, if you can find a foxhole
to hide in and one good soldier to sit by your side and trust like no other, than
win or lose in this life, it will always be ok.

know this though. On this Father’s Day and all others going forward, as I am
struggling with the hope/fear of what my daughter’s think of me, I hope that
they know that no matter what they give me, by virtue of the selflessness that
each has shown since that December, they could never let me down. When I
grow up, I want to be just like them.

Something tells us, these children are definitely reflections of their parents!

Well, Stacie and I did get on the same page and she was/is that soldier in my
foxhole; and that page was that we were going to fight. And what a fight
would it would be. And the notion of a ‘fight’ served as an awesome metaphor
in regards to helping people understand just what it feels like to be a father in
this situation.
From the day Emerson was born, I felt like Mickey from Rocky. To be more
specific, I felt like a boxing trainer who signed his fighter up for a fight that I
knew in my heart, she had little chance to win. And I sat by watching round by
round go by where she just got pounded relentlessly. Yet each time that bell
rang, if for no other reason than her desire to not let me down, she’d get up
off the stool, take a deep breath and walk back to the center of the ring. The
guilt of sending her out there for each round and holding that towel in my
hand still haunts me despite our apparent victory.
Our full story is too long to detail in this short blurb and is made for TV
material, but I will try to sum it up. Emerson was born on December 3rd 2007.
She endured multiple surgeries including ECMO. She has had 3 patch repairs.
She is the first baby out of Children’s Hospital in Philadelphia to have her left
latissimus dorsi muscle turned into a diaphragm. She has the largest
documented CDH defect of any survivor to come out of Children’s Hospital in
Philadelphia. She continues to receive feeds through a G-tube, despite learning
to eat normally. She has had Ecoli, RSV and about any other complication you
can think up; and she has spit in all their faces.

Emmerson Rose

I don’t know why God chooses to allow these children to suffer. I’ll never
understand what good comes from asking so much of someone so little. I do
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